
 
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
Class: 10B1                         
General Instructions:  

 All works to be done on quarter imperial drawing 
 Works submitted will be marked for the internal assessment
 Works must be made only by you without
 Original ideas in creative composition
 Focus on the quality of the work. Neatness and good presentati

should be given importance
1. Creative  Composition:
Make 3 complete paintings on
choice. [Oil pastel, water colours, ink, poster colours etc]
Attempt any 3 of the following topics:

1. Seasons 
2. Festivals 
3. A place of worship/
complex 
4. Portrait of a family member/Portrait of a pet
5. A journey 
6. A cultural event 
7. Friends in a bustling and crowded restaurant
8. A birthday party celebration
9. A repeat pattern design in 3 to 4 colours
10.  A young child holding the hand of their mothe
 
2. Still Life: 

  Make two observational drawings based on nature or everyday objects. 
Use shading techniques i.e. pencil/charcoal. Show full range of tonal
values from light to dark.

 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK                                      SUMMER BREAK
                                          SUBJECT: PAINTING

All works to be done on quarter imperial drawing sheets 
Works submitted will be marked for the internal assessment
Works must be made only by you without external guidance or help. 
Original ideas in creative composition should be encouraged
Focus on the quality of the work. Neatness and good presentati
should be given importance 
Creative  Composition: 

complete paintings on quarter imperial sheet in any medium of your 
[Oil pastel, water colours, ink, poster colours etc] 

of the following topics: 

place of worship/a religious function/girl selling flowers at a temple 
Portrait of a family member/Portrait of a pet 

Friends in a bustling and crowded restaurant 
celebration 
esign in 3 to 4 colours/ A Mandala 

A young child holding the hand of their mother/ Mother and child

Make two observational drawings based on nature or everyday objects. 
Use shading techniques i.e. pencil/charcoal. Show full range of tonal
values from light to dark. 
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Make two observational drawings based on nature or everyday objects. 
Use shading techniques i.e. pencil/charcoal. Show full range of tonal 


